
Top 3 business priorities 
In order to meet customer demands

Key objectives for investment in Cloud

25%
Expect improved

Process agility

23%
Expect improved

Organizational agility

26%
Expect improved

Market responsiveness

Businesses seek partners 
that demonstrate

How do you choose the right Cloud for you

What do you look for from a partner?
For each phase of your Cloud adoption

Knowledge and 
expertise

A track record
for success

Process
maturity

Good
communication

Business Agility in the Cloud 

Age of the customer
We have entered the

Mass manfucturing makes industrial 

powerhouses successful.

Find out how CIO's are expecting Cloud to improve 

their business agility*

Age of manufacturing

Global connections and transportation 

systems make distribution key.

Age of distribution

Connected PCs and supply chains 

mean those that control info dominate.

Age of information

Empowered buyers demand a new 

level of customer obsession.

Age of the customer

1900

1960

1990

2010

To meet these business priorities 

Businesses need to 
be agile
The Cloud is a key technology enabler for 

agility, with 60% of organisations already 

using or expanding their use of cloud 

applications.

60%

In addition to cost savings, businesses consider the 
following when looking to partner with a Cloud provider

Training
44%45%

Migration
Management

61%
Architecture

Guidance

Phase One

61% Architecture Guidance

37% Application Migration

36% Dedicated Project Manager

Preparing your 
transition to Cloud

Phase Three

45% Manage Migration With Pro Services 

37% Implementation Timeline Key Milestones

35% TCO / ROI Analysis

Support Your
Operation Of Cloud

Phase Two

45% Application Migration Support 

44% Training For Internal Staff

38% Dedicated Project Manager

Executing Your
Transition To Cloud

***a. Rackspace commissioned Forrester Consulting to evaluate how IT needs are changing to enable business agility in 

the age of the customer

b. An in-depth survey of 180 business and IT decision-makers responsible for business-critical applications and their 

organization’s IT strategy across Germany, the UK, and the US.

c. Forrester defines “business agility” as the transition to a digital business that allows an enterprise to embrace market, 

organizational, and operational changes as a matter of routine.

Associated with traditional infrastructure 

improving the ability to launch new products 

and services, drive process operation 

effectiveness and efficiency thereby making the 

business more agile and flexible.

Cloud services remove 
the ‘heavy lifting’ 


